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Sports Club development – the Developer responsible for the proposed Sports Club
development will soon inform residents about plans for a new clubhouse on the Sports Club
land.
Methodist Church – the new owners have applied for planning permission to use the
building as a Nursery. The Parish Council is closely monitoring the application and has
several concerns, particularly regarding the availability of parking for both staff and parents
and traffic flow at peak times.
Appleton House development – the Enforcement section of Stratford District Council
Planning Department will again visit the site to examine the levels of the houses that are
under construction in order to determine whether the levels comply with the planning
permission that was granted by the Planning Inspector on Appeal, following the District
Council’s refusal to grant permission.
Other courses of action are being considered by residents.
Road closures – the imminent closure of School Road and The Green for necessary
infrastructure upgrades may require the additional closure of Bell Lane in view of safety
concerns for drivers and pedestrians if the road were to be subjected to heavy two - way
traffic. The possibility of installing traffic lights is being explored, but, if that is not possible,
the Parish Council will support the Police if they decide that Bell Lane must be closed on
safety grounds. The safety of residents, particularly young children, is absolutely paramount.
Kings Lane – County Councillor Anne Parry reported that signs would be erected along Kings
Lane warning motorists of the presence of pedestrians, particularly as the Monarch’s Way
runs along part of the road. The possibility is under consideration of diverting the Monarch’s
Way to enable the construction of a footpath alongside Kings Lane that could be used by
village residents who wish to walk in that direction whether to The Farm or elsewhere.
Hurdler’s Lane – a survey by camera will be performed under the floor of one of the houses
that suffers from damp floors in order to determine the cause of the damp. Other problems
with mould, drains etc. remain unresolved.
Hilary Schmidt-Hansen – congratulations to Hilary on receipt of the Warwickshire
Community and Voluntary Action (CAVA) Community Impact Award for your many and
varied contributions to Snitterfield life over many years. The award is well deserved and
your continuing tireless efforts for the benefit of Snitterfield are certainly very much
appreciated by all of us. Many thanks to you.
Bell Brook silting – the Environment Agency will be informed of the need to dredge Bell
Brook downstream from the bridge at the bottom of Bell Lane.
The Domestic Fowl Trust – many thanks to Alister Jones for the continued sponsorship of
the flowers at Church Road and School Road. This is very much appreciated.

